


















Comments by Dr. Harriet F Senie 
Director, MA Art History, Art Museum Studies, City College, CUNY 
 
Author of numerous articles and books on public art and memorials, including 
Memorials to Shattered Myths: Vietnam to 9/11 (Oxford University Press) 
Richard Serra’s “Tilted Arc”: Dangerous Precedent?  
See harrietfsenie.com 
 
 
*Member, Mayor’s Advisory Commission on City Art, Monuments and Markers 
*Member, She Built NY Advisory Commission  
*Selection committee, Susan B. Anthony/ Elisabeth Cady Stanton Memorial, Central 
Park  
*Selection Committee, Memorial to 1968 Student Uprisings, Mexico City 
*Selection Committee, Flight 587 Memorial, Rockaway Park, NY 
 
Although I whole-heartedly concur with the philosophy behind these proposals, I have 
some serious concerns about implementing them in their current form. These concerns 
stem from my experience serving on the various panels and advisory commissions 
listed above. 
 
 
Int 1439-2019 – Ensuring that women are depicted in at least 50% of public art 
I am leery of a quota system in any arena (there was a pertinent article on this subject 
“Stop Counting Women” on the first page of the Feb. 24 NYT Sunday Review), and in 
this instance, I am especially concerned with how it might be implemented.   
 
Would commissions have to alternate by gender or would there be a catch up period at 
the end of the year to balance the numbers?  Either way, communities might be denied 
the ability to celebrate worthy individuals.  And it might also lead to the selection of 
women who are perhaps questionable choices in order to fill the quota.  
 
In the spirit of inclusivity would this lead to additional quotas for African Americans, 
Latinas, Indigenous Women, etc?  Would these reflect the overall demographics, and if 
so how would they accommodate shifts in the population?  Would we eliminate white 
men from the urbanscape even if they have accomplished remarkable things that foster 
inclusivity?  If we do that for a time until the numbers have been equalized we will be 
creating a gap in history, somewhat comparable to what currently exists for all other 
segments of the population.  
 
Any such legislation would have to carefully consider parameters for implementation, 
including when the quota system might be lifted. 
 
 
 
 



Int 1114-2018 – Creating a task force to examine existing public art 
I am concerned that this proposal is essentially reactive and also that it doesn’t consider 
either the past or the future.  By indicating that the focus will be on works “that have 
been subject to sustained negative attention,” the task force will be responding to 
controversy, which is by its nature political. It is not always easy to ascertain what the 
actual agenda in a controversy is and how much local support the protest actually has. 
Since “sustained negative attention” may indeed not be representative of overall 
community response, how it is considered is problematic. A thorough investigation and 
analysis of the protest would be critical. 
 
In order to respect the past and inform present viewers, it is essential that the original 
circumstances of the commission be made readily available. People are entitled to 
understand what a work meant at the time of its commissioning , as this may be very 
different from the way it is viewed now. This is not to say that the original intentions 
were or were not racist or in other ways conveyed values that are unacceptable today, 
but to emphasize that at their time they may have been intended to mean something 
else entirely (by the commissioners and the artists) and may well have been understood 
in this way at the time. For example, visual conventions change over time; thus figural 
representations of allegories may be misinterpreted if this is not understood.  Here, too, 
a careful study of the relevant parameters is critical. 
 
A task force should also take into account possible future developments. Demographics 
change and so do community activists as well as city officials. Any of these shifts might 
result in recommendations that are far from the democratic agenda that is obviously 
intended here.   
 
Ideally, any inventory of borough holdings would articulate any underlying problems 
they embody or encapsulate and suggest accompanying hearings that address these in 
some way beyond visual representations. For example, the Mayoral Advisory 
Commission on which I served recommended that the New York Academy of Medicine, 
located opposite the statue of Dr. Marion Sims that was removed, hold discussions on 
women’s health. Public recognition in visual form is critically important but essentially 
symbolic; if it is to be truly effective it must convey and consider what underlying issues 
are at stake as well as ways to address them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Gale A. Brewer, Manhattan Borough President
Testimony at Meeting of the NYC Public Design Commission

October 15, 2018

My name is Gale A. Brewer and I am the Manhattan Borough President. Thank you to
the Public Design Commission for holding this hearing.

I fully support the Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony Statue Fund’s effort to
place the first-ever statue honoring real women in Central Park, and I couldn’t be happier
that this statue will honor Stanton, Anthony, and the many, many others who worked to
make women’s suffrage a reality in this state and this country.

There are dozens of monuments in Central Park – from Alexander Hamilton to William
Shakespeare. But women – real women, who lived and changed this world – have been
entirely missing.

For years, many of us knew this and wished to do something about it – but it took years
to build momentum. I’d like to recognize the work of Pam Elam and Coline Jenkins,
leaders of the Statue Fund, among many others, who did so much of the hard work
building that momentum. I’m proud to have supported them from the very early stages,
supporting their early proposals, the Statue Fund non-profit, and their efforts to gain buy-
in from other officials and stakeholders – but Pam and Coline have really led this effort
and built the enormous coalition that is behind it today.

Central Park receives more than 42 million visitors per year, and this statue will stand at
an iconic, high-visibility location along the northern end of the Poet’s Walk. I supported a
juried competition and was pleased to participate in the process because it is crucial that
the design be worthy of the location. For my part, I am satisfied that it is.

Meredith Bergmann’s design is beautiful, but more than that, the design finds large and
small ways to reference the hard work of organizing, the interplay between these two
women (both of them New Yorkers) and the roles they took on in the suffrage movement,
and their personal stories. And beyond its depiction of these two leaders, the monument
also celebrates the larger movement they were a part of and its many leaders,
incorporating the words of suffragists including Sojourner Truth, Lucy Stone, Alice Paul,
Lucy Burns, Mary Church Terrell, Carrie Chapman Catt, Anna Howard Shaw, Matilda
Joslyn Gage, Ida B. Wells-Barnett, Lucretia Mott, Anna Julia Cooper, Ernestine Rose,
Alva Belmont, Frances Willard, Adelina Otero-Warren, Rose Schneiderman, Mary
Burnett Talbert, and Inez Milholland.

The design is worthy of Central Park, the history it is depicting, and the history it is
making for itself. The design has also improved throughout the process, benefiting from



feedback. The changes that we have seen in recent weeks, such as those to the pedestal
design, the monument’s orientation, and the readability of the inscription of the petition
scroll, are all meaningful enhancements.

Finally, I believe this monument, the message behind it, and the message we send by
erecting it are all urgently needed now. The struggles of the women’s suffrage movement
– and the role that these women and so many others played in it – have heightened
importance against the backdrop of our national reckoning on sexual harassment and our
continuing struggles for equal pay and equal rights at work, reproductive freedom and
autonomy, and an end to structural sexism and misogyny.
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THE COUNCIL 

OF 

THE CITY OF NEW YORK 

WOMEN’S CAUCUS 
 

October 06, 2014 

  

Mayor Bill de Blasio 

City Hall 

New York, NY 10007 

  

Commissioner Mitchell J. Silver 

NYC Department of Parks and Recreation 

The Arsenal, 830 Fifth Ave. 

New York, NY 10065 

  

Dear Mayor de Blasio and Parks Commissioner Silver: 

  

As women and leaders of the Council of the City of New York we, 

Members of the Women’s Caucus, strongly support the proposal for 

Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony Statue Fund in its effort to 

create a statue in Central Park of Stanton, Anthony, and those who fought 

for Woman Suffrage.   

 

The Women's Caucus seeks to advance women's rights and promotes the 

goal of equality in New York City through influences in advocacy and 

women’s rights. The placement of statues honoring women that made our 

very own opportunities possible in Central Park, at the heart of the City, 

would be directly representative of over half of the population that makes 

this city the great city it is.  

 

We are calling on the Parks Department to honor women in Central Park.  

Now is the time to make all of the public spaces in this City reflect the vast 

and varied contributions of over half of our population. New York City has 

the unique opportunity to make a long-overdue change in the way it 

recognizes the contributions of women.  We ask you to support the Stanton 

and Anthony statue which should reflect a citywide effort to focus on and 

foster respect for women's achievements as well as provide young women 

with important role models.  We urge you to end the discrimination against



women that has existed in our City for over 150 years and ensure that Central Park finally has a statue 

honoring real women: Stanton, Anthony and the other valiant women who brought democracy and the 

right to vote to American women. 

  

 Please contact us at 212-788-7381 if you should have any questions or concerns. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

The Women’s Caucus 

The Council of the City of New York
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hon. Elizabeth Crowley 
Co-Chair, Women’s Caucus 
 
 
 
 
Hon. Rosie Mendez 
Member, Women’s Caucus 
 
 
 
Hon. Margaret Chin 
Member, Women’s Caucus 
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Member, Women’s Caucus 
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Member, Women’s Caucus 
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Hon. Melissa Mark-Viverito 
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THE   COUNCIL 

OF 
THE   CITY   OF   NEW   YORK 

WOMEN’S   CAUCUS
 

 
June   30,   2017 
 
Mayor   Bill   de   Blasio 
City   Hall 
New   York,   NY   10007 
 
Commissioner   Mitchell   J.   Silver 
NYC   Department   of   Parks   and   Recreation 
The   Arsenal,   830   Fifth   Ave. 
New   York,   NY   10065 
 
Dear   Mayor   de   Blasio   and   Parks   Commissioner   Silver: 
 
As   women   and   leaders   of   the   Council   of   the   City   of   New   York,   we, 
Members   of   the   Women’s   Caucus,   strongly   support   the   Elizabeth   Cady 
Stanton   and   Susan   B.   Anthony   Statue   Fund   in   its   effort   to   create   a   statue 
in   Central   Park   of   Stanton,   Anthony,   and   those   who   fought   for   Woman 
Suffrage. 
 
The   placement   of   statues   honoring   women   that   made   our   very   own 
opportunities   possible   in   Central   Park,   at   the   heart   of   the   City,   would   be 
directly   representative   of   over   half   of   the   population   that   makes   this   city 
the   great   city   it   is. 
  
We   are   calling   on   the   Parks   Department   to   honor   women   in   Central   Park. 
The   proposed   location,   in   Central   Park   at   approximately   78th   Street,   is   a 
very   fitting   place   for   this   monument.   Placing   the   statue   across   the   street 
from   the   American   Museum   of   Natural   History   and   up   the   block   from 
the   NewYork   Historical   Society,   two   institutions   that   represent   the 
importance   of   remembering   the   history   of   our   nation   and   this   City,   would 
honor   the   legacies   of   these   remarkable   American   women.   Now   is   the 
time   to   make   all   of   the   public   spaces   in   this   City   reflect   the   vast   and 
varied   contributions   of   over   half   of   our   population.   New   York   City   has 

 



 
 
the   unique   opportunity   to   make   a   longoverdue   change   in   the   way   it   recognizes   the   contributions 
of   women.   We   ask   you   to   support   the   Stanton   and   Anthony   statue,   which   should   reflect   a   citywide 
effort   to   focus   on   and   foster   respect   for   women's   achievements   as   well   as   provide   young   women 
with   important   role   models.   We   urge   you   to   end   the   discrimination   against   women   that   has   existed 
in   our   City   for   over   150   years   and   ensure   that   Central   Park   finally   has   a   statue   honoring   real 
women:   Stanton,   Anthony   and   the   other   valiant   women   who   brought   democracy   and   the   right   to 
vote   to   American   women. 
 
Please   contact   us   at   2127886975   if   you   should   have   any   questions   or   concerns. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
The   Women’s   Caucus 
The   Council   of   the   City   of   New   York 
 
CC:   First   Lady   of   New   York   City   Chirlane   McCray  
                     Deputy   Mayor   for   Housing   and   Economic   Development   Alicia   Glen 
 

 

Hon.   Laurie   Cumbo 
CoChair,   Women’s   Caucus 

 
 
 

Hon.   Helen   Rosenthal 
CoChair,   Women’s   Caucus  

 
Hon.   Melissa   MarkViverito 
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